Transitioning seamlessly but prudently to the ‘old’ normal

Greetings from Kerala IT Parks

It has been an eventful month!

The IT Parks of Kerala has started buzzing with energy once again, as techies return back to their office spaces after a long break. Incredible projects are planned and deployed in full swing. The old normal is being embraced; gradually with all necessary precautions.

Meanwhile, in GITEX 2021, Dubai, the Kerala IT delegation under the theme ‘Future Perfect, led by Mr. John M Thomas, CEO, Kerala IT Parks was doing a fantastic job. GITEX Global Technology Week is the biggest regional IT exhibition held at Dubai’s World Trade Centre where you get to see ambitious tech startups pitch their innovative ideas to an audience of hand-picked international investors. This is where our IT delegates successfully exhibited the immense opportunities that Kerala’s IT future holds, to a global audience of eminent tech leaders and investors of top companies.

Well, considering the current trends, the future sure does look bright for Kerala’s IT parks!
Miles to go - Infopark Kochi celebrates its 17th year of formation

The most happening IT park of India, Infopark proudly completes 17 years of its formation. The joyous occasion was commemorated at the Park Centre by Infopark’s first CEO, Mr. K G Girish Babu, Mr. John M Thomas, CEO of Kerala IT Parks, and other staff members of Infopark.

Technopark expands - Embassy Taurus Techzone to be all set by next year

The much-awaited Embassy Taurus Techzone, the flagship component of Taurus Downtown, Trivandrum is expected to be ready and start functioning by November 2022. The workplace that spreads up to 1 million square feet will be located in phase 3 of Technopark.

The Kochi Campus of IBS Software Pvt. Ltd. nears
There's great hustle and bustle in Infopark as the world-class edifice of IBS Software nears the completion of its construction. Yes, IBS Software, the celebrated name in aviation, tour & cruise, and hospitality industries are all set to launch its exclusive campus in Kochi's very own Infopark and is gearing up to host 5000+ aviation experts by Q1 2022.

Cyberpark Calicut welcomes a new member - Mojgenie IT Solutions

Mojgenie IT Solutions Pvt. Ltd. inaugurated their first office and commenced their operation in Cyberpark's Special Economic Zone. The company is already turning heads with its flagship project, MOTS– Multi-functional Online Teaching System. Many congratulations on this feat and all the best wishes for a great future at Cyberpark.

Great news for Techie commutes - Shuttle service
Infopark is gradually embracing the 'old normal'. As techies get ready to head back to their beloved workspaces after eons, the IT Park decided to make the transition process much easier by restarting the Shuttle service between Phase 1&2. The free transit service restarted on November 8.

Adding the zeal of Kalari at work - A welcome back initiative by Acsia Technologies

Acsia Technologies, Technopark welcomed back their employees in a unique way as they returned back to offices after a long 'pandemic' gap. How you may ask? Though Kerala's very own martial art, Kalari. Acsia Technologies have started providing Kalari lessons to their employees to make the transition from WFH to in-office more comfortable and seamless. Learn more about it, right here:

Let's be vigilant - Cyber Security Awareness Drive
In an attempt to curb the growing issues related to cybercrimes, Cyberpark organized a cybersecurity awareness program led by North Zone IG Ashok Yadav IPS, Kozhikode City Police Commissioner A.V. George, Deputy Commissioner Sapnil M Maharajan IPS, and other representatives of the park. This initiative was also extended to many educational institutions and even to common people throughout the month.

Towards development - Kazhakootam Elevated Highway to be Commissioned in Jan 2022

Good news for techies at Technopark. Commuting to Technopark is going to be much easier. The elevated highway project at Kazhakootam is estimated to be commissioned in January 2022. As development improves connectivity and accessibility, the life of a techie or anyone for that matter becomes easier.
Commercial Spaces for Rent at Government-owned IT Parks

Kerala's IT sector is recovering from and overcoming all pandemic limitations and is growing at a rapid pace. Tons of lucrative opportunities await businesses. Let's not wait anymore. Contact us right now and book your dream space in Kerala’s thriving IT parks.
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